Samantha Marenzi

In the spring of 2000 «The Drama Review» published one issue

Archive. «The Drama Review» published the English translation of
The words of Butoh
butoh-fu (butoh notation). A tremendous
number of words surround his dance1».
changed the course of butoh studies. Behind the great fascination for an
obscure and extreme dance, for a new avant-garde, for a language that

bodies, there emerged the full coherence of a performative culture,

heterogeneous sources, the vortex of a dialogue between East and
West, and between past and present.

1

The Words of Butoh, «The Drama Review», vol. 44, n. 1,

Spring 2000, p. 14.

«Teatro e Storia» n.s. 37-2016
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movement. Butoh-fu is one of the levels of creation in which images,
texts and their connection to choreographies generate the new language
of a dance that breaks through the boundaries of theatre, even before
expressing subversive contents or expressing itself in unusual forms. A
dance for which a name needed to be invented2, to be later placed at the
heart of authentic darkness. «Ankoku Butoh», the dance of darkness.
3
and from the documents

to use them for different purposes (including exhibitions), and to

Our archive aims to be a genetic archive, focusing on evolution and constant
growth. The basic idea is to set up a time axis from past to present to future,
future via current dialogues. An archive should be a space of formation with
emphasis on processes moving along the time axis4.

With these words Takashi Morishita describes the management
standards at the Hijikata Tatsumi Archive, which he directs.
During the opening of the conference PSi Tohoku 2015 – Beyond
Japan5 (Aomori, August-September 2015), Morishita spoke about Hijikata

About the genesis of the name cf. Idem, p. 12.
Hijikata’s writings were released in Japanese language in two volumes under
the title
2
3

Takashi Morishita, Hijikata Tatsumi’s Notational Butoh. An Innovational
Method for Butoh Creation
5
(Performance Studies international) in collaboration with Keio
4

of meeting and exchange among scholars and performers from all over the world. See
proceedings
www.art-c.keio.ac.jp/publication/other- publication/psi2015tohoku-proceedings/>.
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and the archive. While introducing him, Stephen Barber stressed that
and making the archival materials accessible, but also at showing and
all over the world), and thus creating a new audience for Hijikata’s work.
Morishita started speaking, and now and again a strange crackling sound
covered his voice. Part of the audience complained about it, it seemed like
a technical problem, an anomalous fact within an impeccable organisation.
Morishita talked about Hijikata, of how he built a new environment for

background, talked about the spread of Antonin Artaud’s thought, of the
forms of representation that during the 1960s opened up new scenarios and
Hijikata’s notations and of how the traces of the method he built are kept
publication of unreleased materials. But the background noise became a
Morishita reassured his listeners. This wasn’t microphone feedback. «What
6
, he explained. One is the voice of Hijikata in

conversation. The other voice is Artaud’s, from To have done with the
judgement of god. A document in the document. A dialogue blending

6

http://psi21.portfolio-butoh.jp/featured/rewind-psi-2015-tohoku/> and
>.
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to the radical experimentation he conducted on corporeal movement.
materials show Hijikata as a reader and as a writer engaged in the

name). In the context of dance, this adventure was inaugurated under the
Kinjiki
Mishima’s novel, and in its second, extended version, presented four
character Divine, which from the pages of Jean Genet’s Our Lady of the
Flowers
inhabit it in other performances unconnected to Mishima’s title. Hijikata
7

version of The Thief’s Journal
To prison.

for the purpose, means, or tool of pleasure. Still more, to a production-oriented

7

writings on Hijikata and Ohno, cf. Stephen Barber,
Creation Books, 2005).

, Chi-
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taken up with criminals.

.

crime, social violence. Even when Hijikata’s choreographies depart from
a narrative development, the thought of poets and writers he recognised
Genet remained a preferential reference for Hijikata as dancer and
choreographer (as for example in Divinariana for Ohno9, 1960 and Butoh
Genet for Mitsutaka Ishii, 1967). Other references are Isidore Ducasse,
known as Comte de Lautréamont, author of The Song of Maldoror to
Artaud (Disposal place – Extract from The Song of Maldoror, 1960),
and Artaud himself, who lent the scene of Heliogabalus’s procession

9

Tatsumi Hijikata, To Prison, «The Drama Review», vol. 44, n. 1, Spring 2000,
Keimusho e
-

conferences, researches, translations. See for example
sguardi dal Giappone
timento delle Arti e almadal
Maestri, Macerata, Ephemeria, 2015.

-
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Artaud’s books were translated11
conversations with Shibusawa, who was open to real dialogue, of the

poètes maudits
Rose-colored dance – A la maison de Monsieur Shibusawa, from 1965.
Hijikata’s relationship with writing, as well as with literature,
connections that nurtured his creation of a new dance, meaning new
movements, new topics, new methods, new sources of inspiration, new
productive strategies, new patterns of interaction with spectators, new
– and also, a new language.

10

is elsewhere translated as

Flesh»). About the English translation of the performance title cf. Bruce Baird, Hijikata Tatsumi and Butoh. Dancing in a Pool of Gray Grits
Macmillan Press, 2012.
11
The theatre and its double appeared in Japanese in 1965, (in Italian, aside
liogabalus, and read Artaud in original language. A partner in dialogue for Hijikata
of To have done with the judgement of god, is the philosopher Kuniichi Uno, a student
A thousand plateaus
To have done...
Experiment
with Artaud. About Artaud’s voice, and Hijikata’s voice, cf. Stephen Barber,
Revolt of the Body, cit., p. 104.
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Scholars of Hijikata, some of whom appearing in this Dossier, agree
Writing and dance are intertwined, but writing represents a parallel
artistic path, and a remarkable contribution to the Japanese literature
of the 1960s and 1970s. In this sense, since Hijikata’s writings are still

being nominated. Hijikata’s language is the language of his writing, his
with the images in the choreographic notations of his notebooks; it is
between the choreographer and his dancers, collaborators, students.

stretched with animal hide, […] and with his words, which he uttered in a stream like
Without the words we could not dance, so it was like following a poem12.

Hijikata was surprised, Ashikawa continues, «at the similarities
between writers’ creative processes and his own»13.
disturbed Morishita’s speech, in Hijikata’s words something is unveiled

tensions between the past and the present, between different artistic

12

Hoffman, Butoh. Dance of the dark soul
13

, in Mark Holborn, Ethan
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images cut out from art magazines and commented in a language that

iconographical and thematic sources substantiating them), as objects

traces of choreographic genesis emerge from the comparison between
some scrapbooks and his last, great solo performance, Rebellion of the
Body
dedicated himself to teaching and to the creation of choreographies for

connection between Hijikata’s departure from the stage and the use
of notations as the building of a solid method that could survive the
of dance experience from he who creates it to other performers, and it
of shared associations. To avoid exhausting its purpose in the form
to perception and imagination exercises, the suggestion of a mental
The name of Bacon becomes the indication of a movement containing
memories – the suicide of the painter’s lover –, and all the words and
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gestures used in the workroom to inspire the imagination connected to

Images are the most consistent components of the scrapbooks,
almost making them a visual guide for the creation of performance14.
and collages, which place the issue of their interpretation in arttranscription revealing them as the place for genesis, the complex
between Hijikata and literature. The scrapbooks are maps of Hijikata’s

Bacon, Michaux, Giacometti, Dubuffet – sometimes fragments of their
works from which Hijikata cut out single characters, fragments of the
(an entire scrapbook is dedicated to Leonardo da Vinci – then there
reproductions of ancient Iranian artifacts and Roman friezes, Japanese
art – and photographs from outside the realm of art to be used for their
formal, connected to positions, attitudes, and it shows a glimpse of the
work on real bodies that pose resistance to the (often informal) outline

14
For a reading of the scrapbooks in the perspective of visual arts cf. Kurt
Wurmli, The power of image. Hijikata Tatsumi’s scrapbooks and the art of Butô, PhD

indexing of the iconographic apparatus of the scrapbooks, and proposes a compared
reading between the images used as source of inspiration for the dance and the photographs documenting the performances.
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We are facing the atlas of a performative culture that is born with
writers on the evolution of his artistic development and the in-depth
knowledge of his partner in dialogue Shibusawa, it would be interesting

organisational methods for materials and knowledge, at the use of the
residues of one culture to produce thought instead of cataloguing the
culture, to liberate forces instead of archiving meanings. Thus the topic
creation. Looking at the scrapbooks in relation to the work with his
students and dancers, thinking of their connection to the spoken side
of practice and looking at the relationship between the images and the
poetic notations – in themselves concrete indications even when their
that the search for a work language pervades the images, the writings,
and the dance – a language that arises from the encounter of these three
sources. The powers enclosed in these forms reverberate on all levels
of Hijikata’s work, a work in search for principles. For this reason his

in performative cultures distant from one another as for time period
and cultural tradition15
dimension for the transmission relationship, pushing theatre training
to the boundaries of personal initiation; the use of invisible materials

15

rese,

About the recurring principles, and as methodological indication for a series
, London
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practice; the implementation of a work language that can render
.

16

also took up the work from where the masters of the past had left it. He
chose his fathers. Some are European poets and men of theatre, in their

regeneration of theatre culture following a non-linear development, a

Dossier, for some of them ended with an event outside the programme.
the performance of an Italian dancer, Alessandra Cristiani, and two
. Bruce Baird and
Katja Centonze managed to change their plans and attend the evening
17

16

Antonin Artaud, Le théâtre alchimique, in Le Théâtre et son Double, here
The theatre and its double
-

17

Alessandra Cristiani presented her solo performance Opheleia, which inaugurat-

(The home of angels). The event marked an important step in the project of collaboration
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language and corporeal practice, between master and pupils, and between
documents and artistic processes. I would like to thank all the scholars
collaboration in the contacts with the archive.
,
delves here into the issue of the disproportion between the spread of
butoh images19

improvisation, that establishes a precise relationship with the audience.
The issue is to move from the images and words about butoh to the
images and words of butoh, outside of the descriptive role transgressed
their performances. Baird, who has at length collaborated with the
how active dancers received some operations for the interpretation and

I advice readers to see his Hijikata Tatsumi and Butoh. Dancing in a Pool of
Gray Grits
-

19

photographer Eikoh Hosoe: Eikoh Hosoe
Köln, Könemann, 1999;
, in Idem,
of four. Roots and innovation in japanese photography, «Aperture», vol. 102, spring
Ba Ra Kei. Ordeal by roses. Photographs of Yukio Mishima
by Eikoh Hosoe,
Corpo,
spirito, immagine. Il Kamaitachi di Eikoh Hosoe e Tatsumi Hijikata, in Le religioni
e le arti. Percorsi interdisciplinari in età contemporanea
Tessa Canella, Brescia, Morcelliana, 2015.
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master’s notations, but also for a series of executions that transform
and archived. In this operation words become real actions again, and
decipher Hijikata’s writings in terms of dance.
Writing here on behalf of the archive is Takashi Morishita, whom
I thank for the authorisation to publish excerpts from his book Hijikata
Tatsumi’s Notational Butoh. An Innovational Method for Butoh Creation,
a gift he gave to the Aomori conference participants, an important

.

20

Richard Hawkins makes of Hijikata’s scrapbooks in artistic projects
relationship between the choreographer and his sources, and between

that assumes a new value outside of its context, and of its nature.

In one section of the book not included in this Dossier, Morishita recounts his
arrival at Hijikata’s Asbestos Studio with the task of transcribing texts and speeches
in view of publication. Even though the agreement with the publisher concerned the
20

change in register when he was dictated texts that Hijikata pronounced in structured
form. Cf. Hijikata Tatsumi’s Notational Butoh, cit. p. 44.
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,
for the author, including Antonin Artaud20.
Katja Centonze’s perspective brings the word back into the heart

to the context, for its power to be different. Centonze has translated and
Maria Pia D’Orazi21

human being, merging language and movement and using the power of
that place of contact with universal forces, to a space for creation.

In this Dossier we have chosen to respect the authors’ choice about the order

indications, use the Western standard (name surname).
As for the transliteration, our choice was to use the standard in English

20
Among Barber’s books:
Boston, Faber and Faber, 1993;

Un
libro chiamato corpo, Dublin, Artdigiland, 2016 [Karada to iu shomotsu (A book
21

